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The International Valuation
Standards Council (IVSC) is the
global standard setter for valuation
practice and the valuation
profession. We serve the public
interest by promoting consistent
compliance with, and
implementation of, high-quality,
internationally accepted standards
in the preparation and presentation
of valuations around the world.
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WE ARE MORE
SUCCESSFUL WHEN
WE WORK TOGETHER
Annual Report from the Chair of
the IVSC Board of Trustees

An uncertain backdrop
When I wrote my first report as Chair of the
Board of Trustees this time last year, the world
was in the very early stages of a global
pandemic. As I write this, it is clear that the
pandemic will have a long and lasting effect on
all of our lives.
Today, thanks to the rapid development of
vaccines, we can be more optimistic both
about containing the spread of the virus and
its variants, and the economic recovery. But
there’s a long way to go and with that much
uncertainty. Clearly, until such time as there is
more equitable distribution of vaccine we will
continue to see waves of new cases and
variants emerge.
We are seeing
and

growth

signs of economic recovery
in

many

geographies

and

industries. However, we can already see that
the recovery will be uneven. We will live in an

Where we are

TODAY

uncertain world for some time, we just have to
deal with that reality. It is also too early to fully
assess the impact of more than a year of
economic paralysis on global business and
markets.
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Whatever the reason for conducting a
valuation – including financial reporting,

The role for valuation in the global

M&A

activity,

recovery

restructuring,

financing,
taxation,

asset

sales,

insurance,

or

determining the capital adequacy of a global
In the years since the Global Financial Crisis

financial institution – and whatever the

– the aftermath to which valuation quality

assets or liabilities being valued – including

has come under the scrutiny of regulators

businesses or their constituent parts, a

and investors – the IVSC’s network of

home or other type of real property,

member organisations has almost tripled to

personal property, arts and antiques, a

over 170 in 2021. These organisations are

contract or financial instrument – reliable

working together, through the IVSC, to

and trusted valuations are crucial.

develop and advance the global valuation
profession and to ensure it is empowered

If valuations are weak, or if the standards

and

that

respected

through

one

set

of

underpin

are

applied

growth of this network in recent years

systems and markets that they exist in

highlights

become

support

for

International

opaque,

inconsistently

internationally-agreed standards. The rapid
the

or

them

much

then

riskier

the

and

less

financial
stable,

Valuation Standards (IVS) at a time when the

supressing investment and business activity

prepares, users and assessors of valuations

or, worse still, laying the foundations for

are coming to the same conclusion. In a

economic and financial crises. Indeed, as

world

was

where

economies

and

financial

highlighted

by

the

G20,

previous

systems are so interwoven, it simply doesn’t

financial crises including the Global Financial

make sense to have myriad approaches to

Crisis of 2007/08, have shown that a failure

something as fundamentally important as

to understand the true value of underlying

valuation.

assets can have severe consequences for
investors, shareholders and the public at

In tandem with this sentiment, a growing

large.

number of markets have adopted, or are on
a path to adopting, IVS. The IVS are now

It’s not just businesses and regulators that

used by valuation professionals in over a

suffer

hundred

recent

valuations - although suffer they do. Pension

report by Cavendish Maxwell summed it up

funds, home owners, individual borrowers,

by stating that “to remain outside IVS now is

tax payers and society which rely on public

to

and private investment in infrastructure, for

break

countries

step

worldwide.

with

what

is

A

a

global

through

poor

or

inconsistent

example, are all impacted when valuation

movement towards convergence.”

credibility is called into question. This could
that

be directly, in terms of personal wealth and

professionals follow when carrying out a

financial security, or indirectly, as a result of

valuation of an asset or liability, matter.

under, or poorly-judged public investments.

Valuation

matters.

The

standards
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Conversely,

a

consistent
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approach

to

The World Bank predicts that between 118

valuation, built on internationally-agreed and

and 124 million more people will become

universally-adopted

poor as a result of COVID-19.

standards,

makes

During the

markets more transparent and valuations

last year, the IVSC has been working with the

more comparable. It supports and makes

United

viable the efforts already underway to

Programme

harmonise the financial ecosystem with

organisations, FIG and RICS, to support

common

poverty

accounting,

banking

and

Nations

Human

Settlements

(UN-HABITAT)

reduction

and

efforts

through

global
new

investment rules, all of which reference and

guidance for the valuation of unregistered

rely on robust valuations. In short, it reduces

land.

risk and brings greater confidence.
In many developing countries, only 30 per
As the world emerges from a sustained

cent of land rights are registered, with the

period

the

remainder unregistered lands that may be

trusted

held by poor people. Yet there is a dire need

valuations as a means of enhancing market

for governments and individuals to be able

confidence

ever

to value these lands. Valuation is necessary

before. Uncertainty on the road to recovery

to improve control over land and property in

is high; confidence is in shorter supply. In

a way that builds equitable access to

2020, global Foreign Direct Investment fell

financial services and mobilises resources

more than 40% according to the United

for economic growth and poverty reduction.

Nations. During the same period, business

Valuation tools are critical

confidence

informal

of

economic

importance

of

reliable

becomes

as

inactivity,
and

greater

measured

by

than

the

OECD

settlements,

to upgrade

support

the

dropped to its lowest level since 2009.

resettlement of displaced people and for

Valuation quality and consistency might not

investment and development projects. It is

have been a contributing factor in the onset

vital for improving transparency in non-

of this economic crisis, but it will certainly be

transparent

a key factor in the global recovery.

disadvantage the poor. Without a clear
approach

for

land
valuing

markets,
their

land,

which
poor

Going beyond recovery: Valuation

occupants may lose out on getting the right

and a more equitable world

value for their land and weaken the local
community economy which can entrench

What we can be more certain about, and

poverty even further in their lives. The new

what history has taught us, is that the

guidance will have IVS at its core and is due

impacts of this pandemic and the resultant

to be issued later this year. The IVSC will

economic fallout are likely to be protracted

continue to work with the UN and other

and

partners to ensure it gains traction where it

uneven,

disproportionately

poorer countries and societies.

affecting

is needed the most.
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During the last year, the IVSC’s technical

Greater than the sum of our parts

boards have issued consultations on new
As the valuation profession navigates this

valuation

current

are

Instruments; a new IVS chapter covering

reminded of the interconnectedness of the

Inventory and another addressing valuation

world we live in. All of us have been affected

of Non-Financial Liabilities; and an Agenda

in

both

Invitation to Comment which will govern the

professionally and personally. The same will

boards’ respective work programmes for the

be true in the months and years ahead as

next three years. Our profession- and

we endeavour to make sense of the post-

market-focused boards, the MSRB, Europe

pandemic world.

Board and the Advisory Forum Working

period

some

way

of

uncertainty,

by

we

COVID-19,

standards

for

Financial

Group, have also led significant programmes
At times like this the power of a global

of

network such as the IVSC is clear to see.

universities to support the education of

Over the last year that network has come

future

together regularly, under the auspices of the

webinars exploring pertinent trends shaping

IVSC’s Advisory Forum, to share the latest

the

valuation updates from around the world,

roundtables assessing the impacts of the

ranging from real estate market sentiment

pandemic on valuation practice around the

to

world.

policy

and

legislative

developments

activity,

including

valuation

engagement

professionals;

profession;

and

with

thematic

regular

virtual

impacting business valuations. We are more
successful when we work together, and it is

Our Invitation to Comment (ITC) consultation

a source of great pride for the IVSC that we

and Gap Analysis has identified a number of

can facilitate this global collaboration on

themes that stakeholders would like to see

behalf of the valuation profession.

the IVSC focus on over the next three years.
This

includes,

among

other

things:

Despite a year of unprecedented global

automated valuation models and their role

disruption which has prevented our boards

in the future of valuation; social value;

from meeting in person as they normally

valuation

would, the profession has continued to

Environment,

evolve rapidly. For its part, the IVSC -

These and other topics will now be explored

through a network of more than 120

by the IVSC’s technical boards to consider

volunteer

whether

board

and

working

group

uncertainty
Social,

there

is

and

risk;

Governance

merit

in

and
(ESG).

developing

representatives along with 170+ member

common, high-level standards. Where that

organisations - has worked hard to empower

answer

valuers while highlighting the importance of

consultations

international standards and high levels of

proposed standards, in other cases the

professionalism in the markets in which they

boards may determine that standards are

operate.

not needed, or that existing standards

is

‘yes’,
to

the

boards

gather

will

feedback

lead
on

simply need clarifying to aid interpretation.
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In every instance, that effort will be informed

The IVSC is leading a dialogue on this

by the valuers that use the standards, and

important topic and will work with other

by the many stakeholders that rely on robust

organisations to determine the next steps. I

and comparable valuations for a multitude

encourage anyone with an interest in this

of purposes.

area to share your thoughts with us and get
involved

Bringing standards to bear in the

in

future

roundtables

and

consultations.

fight against climate change
Thank you
One area that has been highlighted by our
stakeholders for further investigation is that

On behalf of the Board of Trustees I would

of Environment, Social and Governance

like to thank all of our board and working

(ESG). Over the last year there has been a

group members who continue to volunteer

push by governments, investors and wider

enormous

society to see ESG at the foundation of any

expertise to the advancement of IVS and the

market recovery from the pandemic. Many

valuation profession. I know this sentiment

see this as the best opportunity to establish

is

the policies and practices needed to address

including valuers, that use or rely on IVS as a

the devastating impacts of climate change,

framework for valuation today. I would also

and to redress social inequalities.

With a

like to take this opportunity to thank three

decisive COP26 meeting on horizon at the

of my fellow trustees whose terms came to

end of this year, the latest IVSC stakeholder

an end during the last year. Mark Gerold,

feedback is both pertinent and timely.

Christian Mouillon and Tatsumi Yamada

shared

amounts

by

of

the

their

many

time

and

stakeholders,

have given years of service to the IVSC and
Efforts to improve the way ESG is captured

have played an integral role in advancing the

in financial reporting are now underway so

standing of the valuation profession in their

that businesses will have a duty to set out

domestic markets and on the international

their impact in these areas. However, one of

stage – thank you all for your contribution.

the

biggest

barriers

to

unlocking

the

potential of the ESG agenda, and certainly in

Finally, I would like to thank our sponsors for

terms of encouraging greater investment

their ongoing support. Their commitment to

into

to

the IVSC is the reason we are able to pursue

accurately measure the value of these

our mission: to build confidence in valuation

components to a business or to society. This

and the global valuation profession. Their

is particularly challenging in the areas of

support

‘Social’ and ‘Governance’ which are more

standards

intangible and lack empirical metrics. Since

respected throughout the world and which,

what gets measured gets managed, it is

ultimately, help to safeguard the financial

incumbent on the valuation profession to

system in the public interest.

ESG

activities,

is

the

inability

consider how ESG is reflected in valuations.

allows
that

us

to

are

set

international

recognised

and

NICK TALBOT, CEO
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THE GLOBAL VALUATION
PROFESSION HAS A
VITAL ROLE TO PLAY
Annual Report from the
Chief Executive Officer

2020/21 was a challenging year for all of us,
Covid-19 has had a significant impact on the
health and finances of every country in the
world. We are slowly emerging from this crisis
and hopefully will all be able to start meeting
again in the not too distant future but what has
been clear throughout is that in times of major
uncertainty, investors and stakeholders seek
confidence more than ever in understanding
investment opportunities and the value of their
portfolios. The global valuation profession has a
vital role to play in continuing to restore
confidence and in helping the revival of the
global economy, and key to that is a quality,
consistent global approach.
Despite the challenges we have seen positive
progress

for

IVSC,

International

Valuation

Standards and the global valuation profession.
We have led the way on topical issues through
our Perspectives Papers to stimulate debate,
which have been downloaded many thousands
of times across the world and used as a basis of
discussion

Where we are

TODAY

by

a

number

of

influential

organisations. We initiated our first webinars
which, in addition to our own leadership,
included

many

notable

speakers

including

former Bank of England Deputy Governor, Paul
Tucker, Goldman Sachs' Chief Economist, Andrew
Tilton, and EFRAG CEO, Saskia Slomp, to name
but a few.

NICK TALBOT, CEO
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These webinars helped us to engage with

In addition to preparing the new IVS which

thousands of stakeholders based in over

becomes applicable from 31st January 2022,

100 countries. We have also grown to over

we have focussed on getting stakeholder

170 members and sponsors and welcome all

input through a public agenda consultation.

those who have decided to proactively

This

engage in advancing International Valuations

understand key valuation issue areas faced

Standards and quality professionalism.

across the world and helps us to shape the

is

important

as

it

allows

us

to

areas of focus for the coming years.
My thanks in particular go to the more than
120 leaders who volunteer on our different

We were pleased to receive significant

boards, advisory forum and working groups.

global input which has helped us prioritise

Without this leadership and input from our

areas of importance over the next 3-5 years.

members and sponsors IVS would not exist.

In the near term examples of focus will

The Standards Boards have continued to

include

make

standards,

Generated Intangibles, Valuation Modelling

adding new chapters, and issuing public

and Personal Property. With major changes

consultations to elicit feedback. Positive

around the world coming in relation to ESG

progress

Real

we believe it is particularly important that

Property, Business Valuation and Intangibles,

the valuation component is advanced and

as well as Financial Instruments.

that the valuation profession can help

advances

has

revising

been

the

made

across

areas

such

as

ESG,

Internally

investors better understand the impact of
IVSC believes in a collaborative approach,
bringing

the

best

ideas

together

from

experts located anywhere in the world. With
this in mind we have continued to engage
with different stakeholder groups including
investors, VPOs, valuation firms, universities,
data providers, other standards setters,
government entities and regulators – in
relation to the latter we now have a joint
valuation working group established with
IOSCO which brings together some of the
key global regulatory leaders. We have also
initiated a new investor forum which brings
together valuation leaders from some of the
biggest

investors

in

the

world

and

encourages end user interaction and input
to help ensure that IVS address international
issues and remains global best practice.

these factors.

IVSC SPONSORS
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With thanks to

OUR SPONSORS
The IVSC is proud to be sponsored by the following organisations:

Sponsors play an essential role in supporting the mission of the IVSC. They share a
belief that raising standards of international valuation practice is of benefit to the
wider public interest. Better standards improve the transparency and stability of
financial markets, contribute to the growth of stronger economies, and lead to
improved confidence for investors and users of valuation services.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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KATHLEEN CASEY

ANTON COLELLA

ALISTAIR DARLING

ANA MARIA ELORRIETA

JAY E. FISHMAN

ZHANG GENGHUA

MARK GEROLD*

ALAN JOHNSON

HWEE HUA LIM

CHRISTIAN MOUILLON*

ISEO PASQUALI

AIKO SEKINE

RANJIT SINGH

SENATOR HOWARD WETSTON

USA

ARGENTINA

UK

FRANCE

MALAYSIA

*TERM ENDED OCTOBER 2020

UK

USA

PORTUGAL

CANADA

CANADA

UK

CHINA

SINGAPORE

JAPAN

TATSUMI YAMADA*
JAPAN

Click to read bios
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173 member organisations in 2020-21

FROM 81 COUNTRIES

In 2020-21 the IVSC welcomed

26 NEW MEMBER
ORGANISATIONS

IVSC MEMBERS

In 2020-21

IVSC MEMBER ORGANISAITONS
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IVSC MEMBERS
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2020-21

Costa Rican Valuation Institute

IVSC MEMBER
ORGANISATIONS

Croatian Society of Valuers/Appraisers

Council of Valuers' Associations of Eurasia
Deloitte
Department of Municipal Affairs, Emirate of Abu Dhabi
Dept. of Land and Real Estate Regulation, Government of
Ajman
DFK International
Divya Jyoti Foundation

414 Capital Inc

Duff & Phelps

73 Strings SAS

Egyptian Association of Real Estate Appraisers

ACCYBER

Emad Alfaraj Real Estate Office

Al Asmakh Real Estate

Estate Surveyors and Valuers Registration Board of Nigeria

Al Muheet Training Institute

European Assocation of Certified Valuators and Analysts

All India Institute of Valuers Foundation

European Mortgage Federation - European Covered Bond

Allliance Manchester Business School, The University of

Council

Manchester

EY

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)

Expertise Institute for Valuation of Assets of Georgia

American Society of Appraisers

Fondazione Organismo Italiano di Valutazione

Appraisal Foundation

Federación de Colegios de Valuadores, A.C.

Appraisal Institute (US)

Federation Francaise des Experts en Evaluation

Appraisal Institute of Canada

Financial Reporting Council Bangladesh

Asociación Profesional de Sociedades de Valoración

Finnish Assoc for Real Estate Valuation

Asociacon Espanola de Analisis de Valor

Grant Thornton

Assoc of Certified Appraisers Bosnia Herzegovina

Greater China Appraisal Hong Kong

Auctioneers & Valuers Association of Australia

Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors

Australian Institute of Business Brokers

Houlihan Lokey

Australian Property Institute

HypZert GmbH

Australian Valuers Institute

International Association of Certified Valuation Specialists

Austrian Chamber of Tax Advisors and Public Accountants

ICMAI Registered Valuers Organisation

AVISTA Valuation Advisory Ltd

IIV India Registered Valuers Foundation

Azerbaijan Society of Appraisers

INDAABIN

Bangladesh Survey & Valuation Companies, Firms &

Independent Valuers Society of Georgia NNLE

Individual Concerns Associationi

Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs

BDO

Indonesian Society of Appraisers

Belarusian Society of Valuers

Institut der Wirtschaftsprufer

Berkeley Research Group

Institute of Certified Accountants of Montenegro

Bloomberg

Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales

Bosnian & Herzegovinian Property Association

Institute of Chartered Accountants of India

Brand Finance

Institute of Chartered Valuers Bangladesh

Bureau for Court Expertise, Republic of Macedonia

Institute of Company Secretaries of India

Business Valuation Resources

Institute of Cost Accountants of India

CBV Institute

Institute of Finance, School of Business, University of

CEV Integral Appraisers Foundation

Applied Science and Arts Northwestern Switzerland

CFA Institute

Institute of Philippine Real Estate Appraisers (IPREA)

Chamber of Professional Valuers Bulgaria

Institute of Real Property Valuers in Rwanda

Chamber of Valuation of the Republic of Macedonia

Institute of Surveyors of Uganda

Chamber of Valuers of Montenegro

Institute of Valuers & Appraisers of Singapore

Chartered Accountants of Australia and New Zealand

Institute of Valuers of Sri Lanka

China Appraisal Society

Institution of Surveyors of Kenya

Consiglio Nazionale die Dottori Commercialisti e degli

Institution of Valuers India

Esperti Contabili

Institution of Valuers India Registered Valuers Foundation

Consiglio Nazionale Geometri Italy

IVSC MEMBERS
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Instituto Brasileiro Avaliacoes

Samfundet för fastighetsekonomi i Sverige AB (Association

International Association of Assessing Officers

for Chartered Surveying, Property Evaluation and

International Institute of Business Valuators

Transactions)

Israel Real Estate Appraisers Association (IREAA)

Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers

Japan Association of Real Estate Appraisers

Savills

Japanese Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Self-Reg Inter-regional Appraisers Association Russia

Jones Lang LaSalle

Shanghai Orient Appraisal Company

KAF Institute

Italian Association of Professors in Accounting & Business

Korea Assoc of Property Appraisers

Administration

Korean Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Singapore Institute of Surveyors and Valuers

KPMG

Singapore University of Social Sciences

Kuwait Real Estate Association

Slovenian Institute of Auditors

Latvian Assoc of Appraisers

Société Générale

Leventhal School of Accounting, University of S California

Society of Chartered Surveyors Ireland

Malaysian Institute of Accountants

South African Council for Property Valuers Profession

Mazars

South African Institute of Chartered Accountants

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (World Bank)

South African Institute of Valuers

Ministry of Land Reform Namibia

Stout

Mongolian Institute of Certified Appraisers

Swiss Institute of Real Estate Appraisal

Mynarski International Valuation

Taqeem Real Estate Appraisal Centre

National Association of Valuers of Serbia

Technical Appraisers Corps of Peru

National Association of Romanian Valuers

Techno India University, West Bengal

National Council for Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries

Technology University Dublin, School of Surveying and

National Forensic Bureau of Georgia

Construction Management

Nepal Valuers' Association

Thai Valuers Association

Newmark Knight Frank Valuation & Advisory

The Authority of Audit, Accounting, Property Valuation and

Nigerian Inst of Estate Surveyors and Valuers

Insolvency Management Lithuania

Norges Takseringsforbund

The Chamber of Independent Appraisers, Kazakhstan

Nederlands Register Vastgoed Taxateurs

THERE Digital

Office of the Valuer General (South Africa)

Tokyo Financial Advisors Co. Ltd

Panamerican Union of Valuation Associations

Turkish Appraisers Association

Pan-Ukrainian Association of Valuation Specialists

Ukrainian Federation of Appraisers of Business and

Philippines Association of Realty Appraisers

Intellectual Property

Philippines Bureau of Local Government Finance

Association of Bank Appraisers of Ukraine

Practising Valuers Association of India

Ukrainian Society of Appraisers

Price Management Dept. Ministry of Finance Vietnam

Union of Economists of Turkmenistan

Property Institute of New Zealand

University of Economics, Prague

PwC

University of Malawi

Real Estate Development and Management, Ankara

Valuers & Experts Professional Development Centre

University
Real Estate Institute of Botswana
Real Estate Regulatory Authority, Bahrain
Real Quality Rating
Registro Nacional de Avaluadores Columbia
Republican Chamber of Appraisers of Kazakhstan
RK&O
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
Royal Institution of Surveyors Malaysia
Russian Academy of National Economy and Public
Administration
Russian Ministry of Economic Development
Russian Society of Appraisers

INTERNATIONAL VALUATION STANDARDS COUNCIL

REPORTS:

STANDARDS BOARDS

STANDARDS BOARDS
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STANDARDS REVIEW BOARD

MARK ZYLA
USA

MAURO BINI
ITALY

SUSAN DUROSS
UNITED STATES

BEN ELDER
UK

ROY FATHING
AUSTRALIA

GAVIN FRANCIS
UK

RICHARD HAYLER
SINGAPORE

IAN JEDLIN
AUSTRALIA

DAVID LARSEN
USA

COLIN MARTIN
UK

ANDREAS OHL
USA

OLIVIER PERONNET
FRANCE

AHMED SABRY
SAUDI ARABIA

ALEXANDER ARONSOHN
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

BUSINESS VALUATION BOARD

ANDREAS OHL
USA

WOLFGANG
BALLWIESER
GERMANY

ROBERT BOULTON
CANADA

TAKAKO IWATA
JAPAN

DIANA
NIKOLAEVA
BULGARIA

HENK
OOSTERHOUT
NETHERLANDS

JAY SHAW
NEW ZEALAND

RICHARD
STEWART
AUSTRALIA

JAN MAREK
CZECH REPUBLIC

KEVIN PRALL
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

STANDARDS BOARDS
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FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS BOARD

GAVIN FRANCIS
UK

RAGVEER BRAR
UK

FERNANDA
DIAZ RODRIGUEZ
MEXICO

TOSHIYUKI KITANO
JAPAN

CINDY MA
USA

BEN RYAN
USA

DOUG SUMMA
USA

CK ZHENG
USA

KRISHNA NADELLA
USA

THOMAS LEE
CANADA

KUMAR DASGUPTA
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

TANGIBLE ASSETS BOARD

BEN ELDER
UK

SANDIP KUMAR
DEB
INDIA

BRENDAN
GALLAGHER
CANADA

JAMES GAVIN
USA

DIRK HENNIG
GERMANY

KIM
HILDEBRANDT
AUSTRALIA

RENGGANIS
KARTOMO
INDONESIA

MOLEFI KUBUZIE
SOUTH AFRICA

CK LAU
HONG KONG

EDUARDO ROTTMAN
BRAZIL

LUDMILA
SIMONOVA
UKRAINE

ALEXANDER
ARONSOHN
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

STANDARDS REVIEW BOARD
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Earlier this year the SRB published the IVS
Agenda Consultation 2020 (Invitation to
Comment)

and

the

IVS

Agenda

Consultation Summary of Responses, as
part of the IVSC’s open and collaborative
standard-setting process. The SRB’s review
of these responses has helped determine
the standard-setting agenda for the next
few years. Importantly, this has been
informed

by

a

diverse

and

global

stakeholder base which includes valuers
that

use

the

commission

IVS

and

and

rely

those
on

that

valuation

information.
The SRB has also been focussed on the full
integration

Mark Zyla, Chair

Board

(SRB)

has

adjusted

to

carrying out all its meetings virtually and
has continued to make good progress on
the development of International Valuation
Standards,

a

revised

financial

instruments chapter (IVS 500) within the

Since the coronavirus crisis the Standards
Review

of

as

demonstrated

by

the

statement issued last year on “Dealing with
valuation uncertainty at times of market
unrest”. This statement not only had a
record number of downloads for the IVSC
but was also extensively redistributed by
IVS members and translated into other
languages by stakeholders, who saw this as
a key statement in these times of crisis.
The SRB has also embraced new digital
tools for its Asset Boards and working
groups which allow members to remain
engaged and involved in all aspects of the
standard-setting process at a time when we
are unable to meet physically.

IVS Asset Standards and the consequential
revisions to the IVS General Standards to
ensure

full

integration

of

financial

instruments into the structure of IVS. As a
result

of

these

discussions

the

SRB

published the IVS Additional Technical
Revisions 2021 Exposure Draft, which
incorporates
General

minor

Standards

changes
to

to

provide

the

better

integration with the forthcoming financial
instrument standards; revised scopes for
IVS 200 Business and Business Interests;
and IVS 400 Real Property Interests.
Moreover, the SRB has overseen the
publication of the first half of IVS 500
Financial Instruments Exposure Draft and
the second half of this exposure draft is
due to go into publication early 2022. The
SRB has also overseen the publication of a
new chapter on Inventories, which will be
incorporated into IVS later this year.

STANDARDS REVIEW BOARD
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The SRB is currently in the process of
reviewing the IVS Additional Technical
Revisions consultation process with the
revised IVS (effective from the 31st January
2022 - due to be published on 31 July
2021) and the IVS Basis of Conclusions.
The SRB has also overseen the publication
of several Perspectives Papers, all of which
have been well received in the market. The
IVSC publishes Perspectives Papers from
time

to

time

to

focus

on

pertinent

valuation topics and emerging issues.
Perspectives Papers serve a number of
purposes;
They initiate and foster debate on
valuation topics as they relate to the
International Valuation Standards (IVS).
They provide contextual information on
a topic from the perspective of the
standard setter.
They support the valuation community
in their application of IVS through
guidance and case studies.
Perspectives Papers are complementary to
the IVS and do not replace or supercede
the standard although valuers have a
responsibility to read and follow the
standards when carrying out valuations.
Recent

Perspectives

Papers

published

include a three-part series on Goodwill;
the first two papers in a series on ESG and
Business Valuation; and papers exploring
Market Value, Social Value, IBOR reform,

Perspectives Papers seek to initiate
discussion and debate on some of the most
pressing issues shaping valuation. They are
authored by representatives of the IVSC's
technical boards and published on the
website. Perspectives Papers enable us to
explore emerging areas of interest and seek
early guidance on the relevance of, and
potential need for, standards.
In 2020-21 the IVSC issued Perspectives
Papers exploring topics including ESG,
Social Value, Goodwill, IBOR reform, and
Challenges to Market Value.

and personal property.

Find out more
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The Board also set up a number of

European

Mortgage

working groups over the past year to assist

European

Financial

in

The

Group

(EFRAG),

European

working groups are created on a task-

Estate

(EPRA),

Financial

finish basis to assist the Standards Review

Standards

Board. They are mainly comprised of

Association for Investors in Non-Listed

existing

Real Estate Vehicles (INREV), International

the

standard-setting

board

process.

members

(sometimes

Board

Federation
Reporting

Advisory

Public

Real

Accounting

(FASB),

European

supplemented by external specialists if

Accounting

additional skills are required) to work on

International

exploring specific valuation issues and

Standards Board (IAASB) and the US

making recommendations for the relevant

Securities

Board

(SEC).

to

consider.

The

current

SRB

Standards

(EMF),

Auditing

and

Board
and

Exchange

(IASB),

Assurance
Commission

working groups are as follows:
The SRB relies heavily on the input of the
AVM, Data and Modelling Working Group

three technical boards in the development

ESG Working Group

of new standards. I am grateful for the

IVS 101 to IVS 105 Working Group

expertise each technical board brings to

IVS Glossary Working Group

the standard-setting process. The effort is

IVS Harmonisation Working Group

collaborative

Social Value Working Group

and

centred

on

the

development of international best practice

TAB ESG Working Group

which

IFRS 16 Working Group

is

collectively

implementable

Market Value Working Group
IVS 300 Income Approach Working Group

believe

our

across
processes

agreed

and

jurisdictions.
also

I

reflect

international best practice.

The SRB views market engagement with
key stakeholders as a key part of its role.

I would like to take this opportunity to

This year, the Board has led outreach and

thank all members of the Board for their

market engagement with organisations

time and dedication to developing the

such as: Appraisal Institute of Canada

standards. I also want to thank our various

(AIC), American Institute of Certified Public

stakeholders for their invaluable input as

Accountants

Appraisal

we respond to the latest developments in

Financial

our profession.

Foundation

(AICPA),
(TAF),

the

Chartered

Analyst Institute (CFA), European Mortgage
Federation (EMF),

BUSINESS VALUATION BOARD
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With

major

substantially

standard-setting
complete,

the

priorities
BV

Board

continued to address emerging issues
critical to the profession, as well as to
various stakeholders in the broader capital
markets. In the first half of 2020 the BV
Board completed work on its three-part
series on goodwill. The treatment of this
asset has long been controversial and the
accounting standard setters are again
contemplating whether to make changes
to the accounting model. Our articles
looked to educate the public on the
valuation profession's perspective of what

Andreas Ohl, Chair

goodwill represents from an economic
perspective, what some of the challenges
are with application of the current model,

In 2020 the Business Valuation Board (BVB)

and finally our suggestions on how to

continued to focus on the primary issues

improve the information content of the

facing the profession. With key updates

model while at the same time reducing the

incorporated into IVS effective 31 January

cost of applying it. The BV Board is very

2020, the BV Board had completed nearly

pleased with the overwhelmingly positive

all of the standard-setting priorities as

feedback we have received on these

identified by the 2017 agenda consultation

articles. Although our major efforts in this

including:

area are complete, we continue to work

1)

additional

language

discount rate derivation, with

on

particular

focus on company-specific risk premiums,

with

accounting

standard

setters

and

investors as the debate continues on.

2) substantial additions to Capital Structure
Considerations, and 3) the introduction of

After culminating major efforts related to

an entirely new chapter for Non-Financial

goodwill, the recent focus of the BV Board

Liabilities, IVS 220. Additionally, during the

has continued to be the identification of

past year the BV Board also finalised IVS

the

230 Inventory, which will be published in

profession which will guide the agenda for

Q3 2021 and become effective in 2022.

the next 12-18 months.

primary

issues

impacting

the

BUSINESS VALUATION BOARD
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In this regard, the BV Board has noted a
renewed

focus

on

value

creation,

specifically as it relates to intangible
assets. This broader debate has coalesced
around two general topics, Environmental,
Social,

and

Governance

(ESG)

considerations and internally generated
intangible assets.

"Global businesses such as
JLL need global standards.
The IVS are the only
recognisable global
valuation standards."

With ESG becoming central tenets for both
investor analysis and enterprise corporate
strategy, the BV Board published two
perspective papers on ESG. In our first

Find out more

article 'ESG and Business Valuation', we
began to explore how ESG characteristics
are, or can be, incorporated into the value
measurement

process.

In

the

second

article, A Framework to Assess ESG Value
Creation, we analysed the impact of ESG
on value creation and explored how such a
framework may be incorporated into the
capital allocation process and bring much
needed

financial

discipline

to

ESG

investments.
The second ESG article explores the
overlap

in

the

debate

on

ESG

and

internally generated intangibles, and thus
provides
upcoming
internally

a

direct

transition

to

our

Papers

on

intangibles.

We

Perspectives
generated

expect to publish the first article in 2021.
These topics are of primary interest to
numerous IVSC stakeholders, and like the
goodwill article series, we expect the
Perspective Papers on these topics will
provide us an opportunity to coordinate
directly with these stakeholders over the
next year or more.

MARK WYNNE-SMITH

GLOBAL HEAD OF
VALUATION ADVISORY,
JLL
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The Board agreed that the improvements
to IVS 500 would be done in stages with
the Exposure Draft on the improvements
covering

Governance

and

Data

being

published first, followed by Methods and
Models and Controls and Reporting. The
Board

also

recognising

interdependencies

between

the

the

areas,

decided that although the Exposure Draft
would be published in stages, they would
be cumulative. The second Exposure Draft
containing the proposals on Methods and
Models, and Controls and Reporting would
also include the sections on Governance
and Data duly revised to reflect the

Gavin Francis, Chair

comments received on the first Exposure

The Financial Instruments Standards Board

Draft.

(FI Board), established in December 2018,
in

The Board published the first of the two

from

Exposure Drafts on improvements to IVS

diverse stakeholder groups. It has ten

500 addressing Governance and Data on

members from global banks and other

11

financial institutions, prudential regulators,

publication of the Exposure Draft several

major valuation, and audit and accounting

outreach events were organised including

firms,

a

comprises
valuation

international
and

financial

professional

leaders
markets

bodies,

standard

setters, and data providers.

December

webinar

on

2020.

the

Following

proposals

in

the

the

Exposure Draft. Comment letters have
been

received

from

banks,

organisations,

valuation

Consistent with the plan developed by the

professional

Board a project to significantly improve the

services

existing IVS 500 Financial Instruments has

standard setters. Some of the comment

started. The aim is to outline principles and

letters have provided detailed comments

guidance for the valuation of financial

and

instruments in all market conditions and

suggestions. The Board is currently in the

circumstances, and for whatever purpose it

process of discussing the comments to

is required, including for financial, tax and

decide the amendments required to the

regulatory reporting.

proposals in the Exposure Draft.

organisations,

analysis

and

professional
accounting

including

drafting

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS BOARD
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The Board has started deliberations on the
second phase of the Exposure Draft that
will cover guidance on 'Methods and

IVSC AGM

Models' and 'Controls and Reporting'.
Working groups for both topics have been

2020

formed and they began their deliberations
in February 2021, meeting on a monthly
basis.. The Board aims to complete their
deliberations on the second phase of the
project by the end of this calendar year,
with

the

aim

of

issuing

the

second

Exposure Draft during 2022.
The Board also published a Perspectives
Paper on IBOR Reform on 15th February
2021

addressing

valuation

challenges

arising from this transition, which received
a positive response from constituents. A
successful webinar on the topic was held
on

27th

May

participation

2021

from

with

industry

Find out more

strong

specialists,

regulators, and Board members.
It is my strong belief that the improved IVS
500 has an important part to play in
building

confidence

for

the

many

stakeholders that rely on high quality
valuations of financial instruments for
many different reasons. I would also like to
take

this

grateful

opportunity
thanks

to

to

my

express
fellow

my

Board

members for their dedicated support and
expertise in developing the proposals that
will lead to an improved IVS 500.

The IVSC's 2020 AGM and webinar series
was attended by more than 2,000
participants from 79 countries, making it the
largest and most international AGM in the
IVSC's history.
In addition to public meetings of the IVSC's
standards boards, the AGM programme
included a series of webinars covering major
topics shaping the world of valuation.
Panellists included former Deputy
Commissioner of the Bank of England, Paul
Tucker; Goldman Sachs Chief Asia
Economist, Andrew Tilton; U.S. Financial
Reporting Foundation Chair, Kathleen Casey;
IASB Board member, Tom Scott; and
Hammerson UK Managing Director, Mark
Bourgeois.

TANGIBLE ASSETS BOARD
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Publication of first of a series of
Perspectives Papers on Social Value.
Publication of a Perspectives Paper on
the art of Personal Property Valuation.
Discussions

in

relation

to

the

Development of a Sustainable Value or
Long-Term Value index for UK and
Europe with the Bank of England, EMF
and other key stakeholders.
Discussions in relation to the potential
adoption of a conservative market
value by the EBA, as part of Basel 3,
which may lead to an additional bases
of value and further valuation methods
being incorporated into IVS.
The

Ben Elder, Chair

In 2020-21 the technical work of Tangible
Assets Board (TAB) has been focused on:

Interests to include further reference to
agriculture and land whether registered
or unregistered and to include informal
tenure rights for communal/community
and or collective or tribal land and
informal

settlements

or

transition economies, which can take
the form of possession, occupation and
rights to use.
Continued work on the harmonisation
of IVS with established standards in the
US

(USPAP)

published

and
in

the

Canada
IVS

has

continued

to

make

a

significant contribution to the evolution of
the IVS over the last twelve months, with
the publication of the latest IVS Agenda

Amendments to IVS 400 Real Property

urban/rural

TAB

(CUSPAP)
Additional

consultation

2020

(Invitation

To

Comment). In addition to some of the
revisions to the IVS General Standards
contained in the IVS Additional Technical
Revisions the TAB also proposed revisions
to IVS 400 Real Property Interests to
incorporate informal land tenure rights.
The TAB has participated in all the SRB
cross-specialism working groups and has
also set up the following four crossspecialism working groups which are due
to

explore,

and

potentially

issue

Perspectives Papers on key topics:

Technical Revisions Exposure Draft.

TAB ESG working group

Publication of the first in a series of

IFRS 16 Working Group

Perspectives Papers on the challenges

Market Value Working Group

to

IVS 300 Income Approach Working Group

Market

Value

to

aid

market

discussion and further harmonisation.

TANGIBLE ASSETS BOARD
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The TAB’s ESG working group is currently

Analysis of Commercial Lease Transactions

drafting a Perspective Paper on ESG and

Automated Valuation Models

tangible asset valuations and the IFRS 16

Environmental Social and Governance (ESG)

working group is looking to publish a

Long-Term Value (Prudent Value)
Personal Property

Perspectives Paper providing additional

Social Value

guidance on the interpretation of IFRS 16
to

ensure

a

more

consistent

Valuation

global

on a second Perspectives Paper. The first
paper looked at recent challenges to
market value emanating partly from the

Individual

Trade-Related

Proper

application. The Market Value Working
Group Working Group is currently working

of

Finally,

the

outreach

board

to

key

representatives

has

continued

stakeholders

from

its
and

many

key

second

organisations such as UN-Habitat, FIG, the

Perspectives Paper will explore market

European Mortgage Federation (EMF), the

value as an established basis of value. The

European

TAB are also reviewing IVS 300 Plant and

Group (EFRAG), the European Public Real

Equipment to see if any further revisions

Estate Association (EPRA), the German Art

are needed to meet market needs.

Experts

coronavirus

crisis

and

the

Financial

Society

presented

to

Reporting

and

the

TAB

Advisory

Sotheby’s
and

in

have
some

The work to harmonise IVS with USPAP

instances have invited representatives of

and CUSPAP has continued throughout

the TAB to attend their meetings and

2020–21 with further fruitful discussions
between
Appraisal

the

organisations,

Foundation

and

the

IVSC,

Appraisal

Institute of Canada and the agreed core
standard-setting

and

core

valuation

principles are now contained within IVS
(effective from the 31 January 2022).
Further to the publication of the IVS
Agenda Consultation and the Summary of
responses the TAB will be focussing on the
following topics during the course of the
next year;

engage with them on key market issues.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank my fellow TAB members for their
time and commitment to the IVSC and for
the

expertise

they

contribute

to

the

International Valuation Standards. I look
forward to being able to meet in person
again in the near future.

INTERNATIONAL VALUATION STANDARDS COUNCIL

REPORTS:

ADVISORY FORUM WORKING GROUP (AFWG),
MEMBERSHIP & STANDARDS RECOGNITION BOARD
(MSRB), AND EUROPE BOARD
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ADVISORY FORUM WORKING GROUP
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EUROPE BOARD

YANN MAGNAN
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The

AFWG

has

increased

webinar

frequency to quarterly offerings. Webinars
enable

more

in-depth

discussion

on

pertinent topics, with a focus on current
issues

facing

members.

the

Advisory

Forum

The webinars represent an

important and unique grouping of VPOs
from six different continents. Increasing
the opportunities to share best practice
and discuss topics of mutual interest will
benefit the AFWG, member organisations,
and the profession in its entirety.
The AFWG as a group remains committed
to working with all VPOs and stakeholders
across

John Martin, Chair

IVSC

network

to

provide

support where we can.

The IVSC Advisory Forum was established
in 2009 with the express purpose of
providing a forum and opportunity for
interaction among the many IVSC members
representing

the

the

global

valuation

profession. This network continues to grow

The AFWG continues to play a key role in
facilitating dialogue between the valuation
profession

and

the

various

technical

boards of the IVSC as they pursue a
transparent and consultative standard-

with more than 170 members today.

setting process.

The Advisory Forum Working Group (AFWG)

A key focus for the AFWG continues to be

continues to meet monthly. Despite the
many

challenges

that

the

Covid-19

pandemic has posed, the AFWG continues
to discuss projects and initiatives designed
to

support

the

wider

IVSC

member

the adoption of IVS by VPOs, noting over
the past year a significant amount of work
continues to be undertaken by many VPOs
to ensure national standards embrace
internationally-agreed principles through

community.

the IVS. The AFWG was pleased that the

Over the last year the AFWG has initiated

The

regular

webinars

harmonisation process between the IVSC,
to

members

of

the

Advisory Forum predominantly focusing on
the impacts of the pandemic on the
Valuation profession across the world.

Appraisal

Foundation,

and

the

Appraisal Institute of Canada continued
the Core Principles of Valuation and the
Core Principles of Standards.

ADVISORY FORUM WORKING GROUP
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The valuation profession faces a constant

Online platforms will continue to dominate

stream of issues for which a unified global

our meeting schedules, until the world

coordinated

reopens.

response

or

position

is

In

times

such

as

this,

the

needed. Other professions such as law,

importance of dialogue and collaboration

medicine and accounting tend to be better

cannot be overstated.

recognised by regulators, governments,
and the legal system, usually with a

The AFWG members continue to bring new

requirement

ideas and insights to the group, and the

for

a

professional

qualification and ongoing membership of a

diverse

professional body. The latter is usually

representation continues to enhance the

accompanied

profession.

by

a

responsibility

for

geographic

and

technical

continuing development and oversight.
There remain significant challenges ahead
The valuation profession still lacks the

for the profession and the broader global

requisite level of recognition due in part to

community as we navigate the way forward

the fragmented nature of the profession

against a backdrop of an ongoing global

which can lead to a lack of knowledge

pandemic and the economic fallout that

amongst

continues to evolve.

regulators,

governments,

and

legal decision-makers as to the importance
of valuation to the financial system, often

I would like to close by thanking all

wrongly presumed to be covered by

members of the AFWG, as well as The

accountants.

Appraisal Foundation's Aida Dedajic, for
the commitment and energy they bring to

The AFWG has agreed in principle to

the group, and for their huge contribution

consider whether there are any better

to the global valuation profession.

ways to approach increasing the relevance,
reputation, and value of the profession.

I’d also like to commend all the VPOs

This should be owned and driven by the

around

Advisory Forum members.

together

the

world

that

are

the

IVSC

to

with

working
give

the

profession the voice and status it so
The

inability

to

conduct

face-to-face

meetings continues to frustrate progress
on a number of fronts, however we have
all had to reset the way we live and work.

clearly warrants.

MEMBERSHIP & STANDARDS
RECOGNITION BOARD
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Our programme to partner and support
Associate

Valuation

Professional

Organisations

(VPOs)

in

their

transformation

to

achieve

higher

standards of professionalism continued
this year. Our Board members Allan
Beatty, Aart Hordijk, Phil Western and
Gheorghe Badescu actively engaged with
these Associate VPOs throughout the year.
Leveraging on their insights, knowledge,
and experience of how VPOs operate, they
provided

valuable

guidance

to

the

Associate VPOs to further develop their
standards of professionalism and to attain
full VPO status. As the membership base
of IVSC continues to grow, the MSRB will
be expanding further to be adequately

Eric Teo, Chair

resourced

It is my honour to present the Chairman’s

to

support

this

important

initiative.

report for the Membership and Standards
Recognition Board (MSRB). During the year

At the request of IVSC Trustees, the Board

we said farewell to Ken Creighton of the

embarked on a project last year to ensure

Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors

an

and Soltan Aljorais of TAQEEM, the Saudi

admission process to IVSC membership

Authority

who

criteria and to provide clarity on the

retired from the Board as they took on new

requirements that Associate VPOs need to

roles in their respective areas of work. On

fulfil to attain full VPO status. This project

behalf of the Board, I would like to express

is now completed, and the Board has

our heartfelt gratitude to both members

made

for their contributions to the Board. At the

recommendations to the IVSC. I would like

same time, we welcome Cao Zhong of the

to

China Appraisal Society to the MSRB and

committee

we look forward to her participation going

purpose, as well as Gheorghe Badescu,

forward.

Jeannette Koger and Phil Western, for their

for

Accredited

Valuers,

alignment

thank

a

of

the

membership

submission
Allan
that

Beatty,
was

of

its

who

led

the

formed

for

this

efforts and contributions to this project.
The MSRB continues to participate actively
of

new

members

During the year, the Board continued to

IVSC,

an

important

play an active role in raising the profile of

process that contributes to the quality and

the International Valuation Standards (IVS)

growth of the IVSC’s membership base.

globally.

in

the

deliberation

admission

to

the

MEMBERSHIP & STANDARDS
RECOGNITION BOARD
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Through its ongoing engagement with the
academic

networks,

organisations

and

professional
the

corporate

community, Board members have actively
promoted the IVS to stakeholders across
various markets.
outreach,

the

In terms of academic
Board

has

started

a

collaboration with the Europe Board and
the Advisory Forum Working Group to
work with Universities with a view to
incorporate

IVS

curriculum.

As

in

part

their
of

this

teaching
initiative,

webinars will be organised targeting the
international

academic

community

to

promote IVS.
In this fifth year of the Board’s operation,
we continue to make good progress in our
work

despite

having

to

navigate

the

uncertainties brought on by the COVID-19
pandemic, and the various ‘lock-downs’

Find out more

imposed by governments across the world.
I would like to thank all my Board
members for their unwavering dedication
and their invaluable time and efforts
expended on the initiatives of this Board,
during such challenging times. On behalf
of the Board, I would like to express our
sincere gratitude to Nick Talbot and the
team at the IVSC for their ongoing support
rendered throughout the year. Whilst the
COVID-19 pandemic may continue to pose
great challenges to governments, business
and

academic

following
committed

communities

in

the

year,

this

Board

remains

to

advance

the

valuation

profession globally through its ongoing
programs and community engagement.

The IVSC issues an Agenda Consultation
every three years. The feedback to this
consultation helps to define the work
programmes of the IVSC's technical boards
and, ultimately, the evolution of the
International Valuation Standards.
The IVSC Agenda Consultation is an integral
part of the open and transparent standardssetting process. Feedback is welcomed from
organisations and individuals throughout the
world.
The IVSC issued its latest Agenda
Consultation in 2020.
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including domestic standard-setters and
regulators, the Europe Board has led a
number of initiatives aimed at building
wider awareness of the importance of
valuation standards and professionalism
and the need to align approaches with the
internationally recognised IVS.
The Board identified the importance of
working with and alongside academic
institutions
programmes.

to
Led

support
by

educational

board

members

Klaus Rabel and Olesya Perepechko, we
have held meetings and webinars with
more than three dozen higher education
providers across Europe including some of
the leading business and finance schools.

Yann Magnan, Chair

Our efforts have centred on updating
them on the latest IVS developments and

Despite an inability to meet physically

working with them to ensure the next

during

COVID

generation of valuers have the tools and

has

standards insights they need to build their

continued to convene, virtually, on at least

careers on an international stage. This

a monthly basis. Over this period, I have

work is ongoing and we are looking

been immensely grateful and proud of the

forward to fostering these partnerships in

energy and commitment offered by my

the months and years ahead.

the

last

restrictions,

the

year

due

Europe

to
Board

fellow board members. There is a strong
shared belief that our collective efforts can

The Board has also taken a keen interest

go a long way to enhancing valuation

in

professionalism and consistency across the

European Union and in particular in

European continent and beyond. I am also

Directives that have a valuation dimension

grateful to members of the IVSC’s other

to them. In this vein, board members Marc

boards, both technical and geographic, for

Broekema and Karthik Balisager hosted a

their support and willingness to collaborate

successful webinar on the subject of the

on common agendas. It is this spirit of

EU’s new insolvency and restructuring

collaboration which underpins the success

directive which is being transposed across

of IVS.

member states now. Leading experts from

the

legislative

programme

of

the

several European countries participated in
In addition to our ongoing outreach efforts

the webinar which was attended by 300+

with key European valuation stakeholders

participants.
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The discussions focused on the valuation
impact of the Directive and posed some

"Comparability across jurisdictions

interesting

questions

domestic

regulators.

continue

to

for

valuers

and

around the globe is an overarching

Board

will

principle that policy makers should

The

monitor

and

provide

commentary on the transposition process
while evaluating other pertinent legislative

pursue, as it supports greater
transparency and facilitates a

developments. I am grateful to all Board

better functioning of capital

members for their insights as we monitor

markets."

this programme and must thank Wolfgang
Kaelberer and Jose Manuel Gómez de
Miguel in particular for their extensive

SASKIA SLOMP

CEO, EUROPEAN FINANCIAL REPORTING
ADVISORY GROUP (EFRAG)

contribution this year.
This year we have seen a marked uplift in
European organisations seeking to work
with and in line with the IVS. Several new
member organisations have joined the
IVSC’s network including the European
Mortgage Federation (EMF) the Society of
Chartered Surveyors of Ireland (SCSI); the
University

of

Economics,

Prague;

the

Institute of Public Auditors in Germany
(IDW);

the

Austrian

Chamber

of

Tax

Advisors and Public Accountants; and the
National Forensic Bureau of Georgia. We
are

continuing

to

receive

a

growing

number of requests to collaborate and/or
to support the implementation of IVS. This
will continue to be a focus for the Board in
the future years. It is also encouraging to
see so many European organisations and
valuation stakeholders showing an interest
in,

and

contributing

to,

the

IVSC’s

standards consultations. I hope that this
Board will continue to play an important
role in championing and facilitating these
consultations so that the IVS is relevant
and

empowering

valuation profession.

to

the

European

Find out more
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